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Arabs Down Under
The flash war in the Middle East brought swift victory to the Israelis, humiliating defeat to the Arabs, but it has done little to settle the long-term issues in that part of the world. A leading ...
The Arabs, 1967
Israel remains in occupation of all the territory it held at the end of the war. There has been an epidemic of Arab terrorism inside Israel and of massive Israeli military responses against Jordan.
Israel and the Arabs: The Myths That Block Peace
UAE has become haven for superyachts, private jets and ‘dirty money’ since invasion of Ukraine, but has taken no action ...
Blacklist Dubai over failure to crack down on Russian oligarchs, say campaigners
Modern Muslim scholars beginning with Sir Syed Ahmed Khan have responded to criticisms of Prophet Muhammad's life academically. A violent display of hurt sentiments is a sign of intellectual ...
India bending before Arabs isn’t good for Muslims. Their loyalty will now be more suspect
Unfortunately, if we take a look at the Arab world, we’ll quickly discover that the number of research centers devoted to the study of delicate, rare, and highly specialized social and historical ...
Voices from the Arab press: Understanding issues through the other's eyes
There is also a lethal refusal to face reality in the Middle East that has characterized American administrations, as well as governments in Britain and Europe, for many decades. Op-ed.
Biden administration won’t stop appeasing the Palestinian Arabs
Congressional Republicans and Democrats join together in bid to encourage Israel and Arab states to unite to deter Iran.
Lawmakers launch bipartisan push for defense arrangement between Israel and Arab neighbors
Thousands of Israeli nationalists, some of them chanting “Death to Arabs,” paraded through the heart of the main Palestinian thoroughfare in Jerusalem’s Old City on Sunday, in a show of force that ...
‘Death to Arabs’ chanted in Jerusalem march
If you speak to the older generation of Arabs in the Middle East, some of them will recount the events of 31st October 1984. As the news of Indira Gandhi’s assassination trickled in, it ...
Strong economics at the heart of India’s Arab policy
Beirut, once the “Paris of the Middle East,” is today the capital of a failed state, but this is by no means unprecedented.
Can the Arab world afford another failed state? - opinion
Throughout much of the Arab world, Israel is regarded as a pariah state, a country that occupies Palestinian land and oppresses the Palestinians. But alongside this black cloud is ...
Israel Deepens Trade Ties With Arab World
The crowds, who were overwhelmingly young Orthodox Jewish men, were celebrating Day -- an Israeli holiday that marks the capture of the Old City in the 1967 Mideast war.
Jewish extremists chant ‘Death to Arabs’ in Jerusalem march
The Socceroos have reached the last-chance saloon in Doha where they must beat the UAE to keep alive their World Cup hopes. Join Emma Kemp for updates ...
Goal! United Arab Emirates 1-1 Australia
The Socceroos’ hopes of reaching the 2022 World Cup remain alive thanks to Ajdin Hrustic’s later winner in Doha ...
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